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Power To
Innovate
Acerca de
Siluj Iluminación
Ponemos a su disposición un equipo humano
con ámplia experiencia y en constante
formación en soluciones tecnológicas de
alta calidad: atención al cliente, agentes
comerciales, post-venta, sat, contabilidad,
logística..,más de 25 profesionales a su servicio
para proporcionarle las mejores soluciones
en iluminación, entretenimiento y tecnología
audiovisual.
Información y pedidos
Horario de Lunes a Viernes
de 9:30 a 14:00 y de 16:00 a 19:30
Tfno: +34 987 261 335
Fax: +34 987 263 860
ww.siluj.com | www.siluj.net
www.triton-blue.com | www.dirty-rigger.com

Redes sociales
Búscanos en nuestras redes sociales

Certificación ISO 9001:2008

En Octubre de 2008 Siluj consigue la certificación ISO
9001:2008 a través de Bureau Veritas.

info@siluj.com
Calle La Raya 110
Polígono Industrial Trobajo del Camino
24010 León - Spain

Confianza Siluj

Formamos parte de:
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With thanks to Ian Dalton,
our brave model, vintage 1995!
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Partnering

The TV, Film and Theatre Industry

for over 30 years...
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®

Outstanding quality, with both residueresistant and high-tak adhesives available.
With excellent durability and flexibility,
MagTape is the professionals Gaffer Tape!
MagTape® professional Gaffer Tape has been
used in the demanding TV, film and theatre
industry for over 20 years where a clean,
minimal residue removal is essential

MATT

MATT

GLOSS

MAGTAPE® MATT 500

MAGTAPE® ORIGINAL

MAGTAPE® XTRA MATT

MAGTAPE® XTRA GLOSS

A high performance, professional
matt gaffer/camera tape with a
residue resistant* adhesive. It’s the
arts and entertainment professional’s gaffer tape.

The professionals gloss finish
gaffer tape. Low residue*, durable
and easy to tear by hand. Built
for TV, film, theatre and touring
productions.

A durable, low reflection matt
gaffer tape with good all-round
performance. Water resistant, and
easy to tear by hand.

A durable gaffer tape with good
all-round performance. Water
resistant and easy to tear by hand.

Adhesive strength:
Tensile strength:
Colours:

Adhesive strength:
Tensile strength:
Colours:

Adhesive strength:
Tensile strength:
Colours:

Adhesive strength:
Tensile strength:
Colours:

Custom print Available
*Residue Resistant Adhesive
A perfect balance of adhesive strength and peel clean removability. Removing this tape leaves minimal, if any, residue on
a huge variety of surfaces. Please note some surfaces and environments, especially those with high levels of plasticiser,
may cause the adhesive to transfer.
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GLOSS
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GLOSS

MATT

GLOSS

MATT

MAGTAPE® ECO 27

MAGTAPE® CHROMA

MAGTAPE® BACK TO BLACK

MAGTAPE® UTILITY

Our best-selling duct tape for
builders and agriculture. The
ultra-flexible, high-tak design
conforms and adheres to a variety
of surfaces.

A chroma key blue/green screen
coloured gaffer tape. A premium
grade matt, non-reflective finish,
ideal for TV and film special effects
applications.

The all-black matt gaffer tape.
Produced with a new black
adhesive for minimum visibility on
blackout screens and curtains.

A multi-purpose gaffer tape
available in a wide range of
colours. High adhesive strength
and excellent water resistance
once applied.

Adhesive strength:
Tensile strength:
Colours:

Adhesive strength:
Tensile strength:
Colours:

Adhesive strength:
Tensile strength:
Colours:

Adhesive strength:
Tensile strength:
Colours:
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Pro Tapes, was originally founded in 1977 to service the
motion picture and theatrical industries in New York City.
The Company has grown to be North America’s largest
supplier of premium pressure sensitive tapes to the entire
spectrum of Arts & Entertainment (A&E) industry.
Le Mark Group became a Master Distributor in the UK for the Pro Tapes/Shurtape range in 2004, of
high quality self-adhesive tapes. Pro Tapes/Shurtape is the leading manufacturer of vinyl-coated
tapes including Shurtape 665, the world’s first gaffer tape.

MATT

MATT

MATT

PROTAPES PROGAFF

PROTAPES ARTIST

PROTAPES CABLE PATH

One of the most durable gaffer
tapes in our range. ProTapes
ProGaff is one of the USA’s
best-selling matt gaffer tapes.

ProGaff fluorescent gaffer tape
offers an ultra-heavy duty
construction combined with a high
performance adhesive.

A premium quality write-on
paper tape with a residue
resistant*, repositionable adhesive.
Available in a wide range of colours
including fluorescent.

A premium vinyl coated cloth
tape with adhesive on both edges.
The centre portion has a smooth,
adhesive-free surface for pulling
cable through.

Colours:

Colours:

Colours:

Colours:

PROTAPES PROGAFF

GLOSS
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MATT

MATT

MATT

MATT

PROTAPES PRO SHEEN

PRO CLEAR GAFFER

PROTAPES PRO CAMO

PRINTED GAFFER CLOTH

A premium metalized tape for arts
and craft decoration. With a bright
and shiny surface, Pro-Sheen is
available in 5 vibrant colours and
also black.

A versatile poly/scrim duct tape
with a see through backing. Similar
characteristics to standard duct
tape but with a semi-transparent
finish.

A heavy duty camouflage gaffer
tape, manufactured with a high
performance adhesive. Available in
a range of camouflage designs.

Pre printed tested gaffer tape
produced on one of the most
durable gaffer tapes in our range.

Colours:

Colours: Clear

Colours:

Colours:
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MATT

POCKET
SIZE

GLOSS

MATT

MATT

GLOWS
IN THE
DARK

PROTAPES CREPE

PROGLOW

PROTAPES JLAR

PROTAPES MINIMIX

An excellent value, general
purpose crepe paper tape. Ideal
for arts and crafts decoration and
colour coding on most smooth
surfaces.

Pro Glow photoluminescent
glow tape is designed to absorb
energy from any nearby ambient
light such as fluorescent lamps or
sunlight.

An amazingly clear polypropylene
tape. Lightweight yet strong this
tape can be used for label
protection, book repair and much
more.

One of the most durable gaffer
tapes in our range produced in
handy pocket-sized rolls.

Colours:

Colours:

Colours: Clear

Colours:

HANDY
PACK

HANDY
PACK

MATT

HANDY
PACK

MATT

MATT

Custom print
available
*Residue Resistant Adhesive
A perfect balance of adhesive strength and
peel clean removability. Removing this tape

Fluorescent
Colours

leaves minimal, if any, residue on a huge
variety of surfaces. Please note some surfaces

PRO GAFFER DOTS

CONSOLE TAPE

PRO GLOW ARROWS

Your favourite backstage
self-adhesive Pro Tapes products
produced in convenient pocket
and pouch sized rolls. Console,
stage and equipment markers at
your fingertips.

Your favourite backstage
self-adhesive Pro Tapes products
produced in convenient pocket
and pouch sized rolls. Console,
stage and equipment markers at
your fingertips.

Your favourite backstage
self-adhesive Pro Tapes products
produced in convenient pocket
and pouch sized rolls. Console,
stage and equipment markers at
your fingertips.

Colours:

Colours:

Colours:

and environments, especially those with high
levels of plasticiser, may cause the adhesive
to transfer.
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Custom print available

Safety/Hazard Tapes
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BARRIER TAPE

HAZARD GAFFER

REFLECT TAPE

PVC TAPE

A good quality barrier tape. Printed
with high visibility warning stripes
and constructed from a durable
30mu virgin grade polyethylene.

A multi-purpose gaffer tape available in a wide range of colours. High
adhesive strength and excellent
water resistance once applied.

A professional reflective tape
designed to make hazards easier
to see, even in the darkest of
environments. Class Ref 1 BS EN
12899-1:2007

Identify hazardous and dedicated
areas with Le Mark’s premium
grade Hazard Warning Tape. A
heavy duty PVC tape with an
aggressive, pressure sensitive
adhesive.

Colours:

Colours:

Colours:

Colours:

SLIPWAY TAPE

PROTAPES CABLE PATH

GENERIC BARRIER TAPE

ANTI-SLIP TAPE

Identify and cover temporary
cable trip hazards with SlipWay™
Cable Cover. An edge-only friendly
adhesive helps secure SlipWay™ to
the floor whilst a puncture resistant
laminate increases cable protection.

A premium vinyl coated cloth
tape with adhesive on both edges.
The centre portion has a smooth,
adhesive-free surface for pulling
cable through.

A range of pre-designed printed
barrier tapes. Made from premium
grade vinyl ensuring high durability and tear resistance.

Excellent grip, fine grade aluminium oxide anti-slip tape. Suitable
for both indoor and outdoor use.
Commercial and domestic grade.

Colours:

Colours:

Pyrotechnics in use do not cross
Pyrotechnics in use be alert
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Overhead working do not cross

Colours:
(Other colours available on request)

Light Masking Foils

BLACK MARK

ALIMINIUM FOIL TAPE

BLACK TAK®

SNOOT FOIL

A non-adhesive light masking foil
with a matt black, non-reflective
coating on both sides.

Self-adhesive Aluminium Foil
recommended for use where
a moisture barrier is required.
Conforms to Class 0 BS476 Part 7
& 6 1987

A professional, temperature resistant light masking foil. Designed for
the film, TV and theatre lighting
environments.

A temperature resistant 600mm
wide light masking foil with a single adhesive strip down one side
for easy application and securing
in place.

Colour:

Colours:

Colours:

Colours:

Double Sided Tapes

D/S FOAM

D/S POLYPROPYLENE

NEC DOUBLE SIDED

D/S HIGH TAK CLOTH TAPE

A high tak and high shear double
sided foam with excellent adhesion
performance. Manufactured from
high quality polyolefin with
excellent dimensional tolerances.

A multi-purpose, high tak, double
sided tape. Made from flexible
polypropylene, this tape is ideal for
most general use applications.

NEC Approved Double Sided
Tape. An easy to use, two-strength
adhesive tape for temporarily
fixing carpets and general floor
coverings.

A flexible and conformable double
sided cloth tape with a high-tak
adhesive. Instant grab onto a
variety of clean, dry surfaces. Ideal
for carpet installations.

Colour:

Colour: Clear (white release liner)

Colours:

Colour:

, White/blue text
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Specialist Tapes
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PHOTOGRAPHIC TAPE

UNBLEACHED CLOTH

GAF FIRE

KRAKEN TAPE®

A paper photographic masking
tape with an opaque black, matt
finish surface to ensure the light
free masking required for high
quality photo reproduction.

A professional grade, paint receptive, natural cloth tape. Ideal for
use on-stage with sets and props
where small areas need to be
covered and painted.

A premium matt black gaffer tape
that meets British fire retardant
standards BS 5867 Part 2 Type B
and still maintains the usual gaffer
tape qualities.

A premium all weather self-fusing
long life silicone tape. Superb
temperature resistance and
dialectic strength. Will resist up to
700psi / 48 bar pressure.

Colours:

Colours:

Colours:

Colours:

MASKING TAPE

SNIPER TAPE

IDENTI TAK

IDENTI TAIL

A mid-range masking tape for
painters and decorators. Suitable
for brush, roller and spray paint
masking along with general purpose masking applications.

The professionals field tape for use
on military, sporting and hunting
equipment. Produced from a light
tack non reflective terrain
absorbable fabric tape.

Easily identify the length of your
cables with our simple to use cable
ID tape. Printed with both colour
and text to aid visual identification.

Easily identify the length of your
cables with our simple to use cable
ID tape. Printed with both colour
and text to aid visual identification.

Colours:

Colours:

Colours:

Colours:
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Plain and Printed Tape

FRAGILE PACKING TAPE

PRINTED GAFFER CLOTH

PRINTED PAPER TAPE

TAMPER TAPE

Help visually identify fragile
contents with our printed Fragile
tape. A highly visible red on white
design, printed on a multi-purpose vinyl packing tape.

Pre printed Tested gaffer tape
produced on one of the most
durable gaffer tapes in our range.

A premium quality printed paper
tape with a residue resistant*,
repositionable adhesive. Available
in many sizes.

A pressure sensitive tamper
evident tape for security
applications. Once applied the
tape cannot be removed without
‘shattering’ and tearing.

Colours:

Colours:
Also available in labels

Dance Floor Tapes/PVC’s

STUDIO TAK/DANCE

LE MARK PVC

DANCE FLOOR SPLICING PVC

Self-adhesive gloss tape for stage
and TV studio floor applications.
Comes in high-Tak and low-Tak
adhesive strengths

BS EN 60454 professional grade
PVC Electrical Insulation Tape.
Available in 11 colours and 5 roll
sizes.

A professional grade splicing tape
for discretely joining a range of
vinyl dance floors. Available in 5
matt finish colours.

Colours:

Colours:

Colour: Opaque, Clear,

Custom print available
*Residue Resistant Adhesive
A perfect balance of adhesive strength and peel clean removability. Removing this tape leaves minimal, if any, residue on a
huge variety of surfaces. Please note some surfaces and environments, especially those with high levels of plasticiser, may
cause the adhesive to transfer.
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Custom print available

Accessories

HOOK AND LOOP

CABLE TIES

BATTERIES

CARPET CRAWLER

High strength, self-adhesive hook
and loop on a roll. Easy peel backing liner makes cutting shapes and
trimming to size simple.

Highly durable cable ties, 300mm
x 4.8mm. Supplied in a great value
pack of 100 cable ties.

Delivering long-lasting power
across a range of professional applications. Capable of operating in
temperatures from -20°C to 54°C.

Make people aware of your cables
and minimise trip hazards with
the Dirty Rigger® Carpet Crawler™.
Simply lay over loose cables and
secure using the carpet grippers
running along each edge.

Size: 300mm x 4.8mm
Quantity per pack: 100
Colours: black, white/clear
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We offer the following types...
Duracell Industrial AA, AAA, 9V, C
and D.

Colours:

HOT RUNNER
FLOOR CADDY

HOT RUNNER FLOOR
CADDY WIDEBOY

The Hot Runner Floor Caddy has
been designed to make applying
PVC or cloth based self-adhesive
tapes to a range of flooring types
quick and easy. Tricycle wheeled
design for better straight line
stability. A heavy duty front roller
ensures optimum tape adhesion.
A spring loaded roll holder keeps
tape steady during application.

The Wide Boy Floor Caddy is made
to the same quality specification
as the Hot Runner Floor Caddy.
The Wide Boy version is specifically designed for clients regularly
applying tapes in a range of widths
from 50mm up to a maximum
width of 150mm. This also includes
Le Mark SlipWay™ and Pro Tapes
Tunnel Tape. The Wide Boy has a
spring loaded universal moulded
core allowing use of most tape
brands using a 76mm internal
diameter cardboard core.
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Custom Printed Tapes & Labels

PRINTED TAPE

BARRIER TAPE

ROADCASE PAL LABELS

Make your packaging stand out. Our custom
printed tapes are tailored for you and your
business. From standard vinyl and polypropylene to specialist foils and security tapes.

Big advertising for big areas. Create a striking,
full colour design to advertising your business
over huge areas with our custom printed
barrier tape.

The world’s No. 1 custom printed PAL road
case label. An ultra-durable, weather resistant,
write-on wipe-off case label.

TOUR LABELS

EQUIPMENT LABELS

CABLE LABELS

Put your mark on hired equipment with our
custom printed, single use, Tour Labels.
Supplied with peel clean adhesive.

Mark your equipment with our custom printed
Equipment Labels and Asset Tags, made in a
wide range of adhesive and materials, tailored
for you and your business.

The world renowned, self-adhesive cable
label. A wrap around identification label for
your cables. Fully bespoke, long lasting and
ultra-durable.

Design Team: Making the process simple and effective,

Print Team: Every printed tape and label roll we

our design team will work with you to create visual

produce is checked for quality and consistency during

proofs and if required design your printed tape and

printing, ensuring your finished product is to the

labels from concept.

standard you’d expect to market and represent your
company.
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Más información y pedidos en:

www.siluj.net
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Siluj Iluminación, S.L.
®

Tel. 987 26 13 35 | Fax. 98726 38 60
www.siluj.com | info@siluj.com | Tienda on-line: www.siluj.net
Calle la Raya, 110 - P. I. Trobajo del Camino
24010 LEÓN - Spain

